In the center of our paper are two counterexamples showing the independence of the concepts of global smoothness preservation and variation diminution for sequences of approximation operators. Under certain additional assumptions it is shown that the variation-diminishing property is the stronger one. It is also demonstrated, however, that there are positive linear operators giving an optimal pointwise degree of approximation, and which preserve global smoothness, monotonicity and convexity, but are not variationdiminishing.
INTRODUCTION
The preservation of global smoothness has recently drawn some interest in various fields of mathematics. We refer to [4] and the references cited there for a partial survey.
In [2] it was shown that for the classical l(Bnf; 6) <_ ;1 (f; 6) _< 2.1 (j 6), 0 _< 6 _< 1.
(
Here wl is the first order modulus, and denotes its least concave majorant.
If LipMa are the Lipschitz classes with respect to Wl, the left inequality of (1) implies Bn(LipMa C_ LiPMa O<a< 1.
This statement was recently supplemented by Zhou [19] who showed that Bn(Lipa) C_ Lipa, 0 < a < 2.
The symbol Lipa stands for the Lipschitz classes with respect to the (classical) second order modulus of smoothness WE. Zhou's result was recently modified in an interesting note ofAdell and P6rez-Palomares [1] . If inequalities and inclusions of the above type are valid, then (in informal language) one speaks about global smoothness preservation. This notion has not yet been formally defined, nor should it be, in our opinion, at this early stage of the development.
On the other hand, in 1959 it was shown by Schoenberg [17] that the Bernstein operators also have the so-called (strong) variation-diminishing property. To be more specific, let us recall the following definition:
Let K be any interval of the real line, and let f: K 
So, sincefis a continuous function, one has
Thus the continuous L(f) changes sign at most once, showing it is also monotone.
In the following we will prove several assertions concerning the relationship between preservation of monotonicity and that of global smoothness. Note that a related result was given by Della Vecchia and Rata [5] . The case L(AA + N C1) C 3d can be treated similarly.
Under the additional assumption that L reproduces linear functions, global smoothness preservation can be characterized as follows: In order to prove necessity of (2) Proof First note that a positive linear operator L that reproduces linear functions also interpolates at the endpoints. In fact, this follows from the classical result of Mamedov [14] On the other hand one has n-1 In the sequel we present a concrete example of a sequence of positive linear approximation operators which preserve global smoothness, but which are not variation-diminishing.
Example Consider the (n + 1) x (n +.. A negative answer to Problem 3 will be given in the following section.
A NEGATIVE ANSWER TO PROBLEM 3
In the following we will carry out further investigations concerning the shape preservation potential of operators introduced by Gavrea in 1996 (see [8] 2)t;at;,n(D()f)(x), [9, 10] that their degree can be reduced to m / 2 by using a slightly modified construction. The operators Hm+2 are linear and positive, they reproduce linear functions, and they satisfy the following DeVore-Gopengauz inequality: (9) The following result was communicated to us by Jia-ding Cao (Fudan University, Shanghai). 
(Dnf)(x). From Theorem 12 we also obtain forfwithf' absolutely continuous, (4) To that end, consider the polynomial P(x)= f (o) Wi+l(t)dtfl)(t)dt IIi+2. One has P(0)=P(1)=0 and P'(1)=0. Hence P changes its sign in at most i-points in the interval (0, 1).
On the other hand, one has x (0) (t) dr.
But it is well known that (9) . Since the constant c is independent of m, this cannot be true for rn > M0. This yields a contradiction to our assumption that Hm + 2 has the variation-diminishing property.
